Electric Walkie Stacker

**Model:**
- CDDR10
- CDDR12
- CDDR15

Walkie type electric stacker provides a cost effective solution for applications involving medium lifting storage and short distance pallets transportation.

**Advantages:** (CDDR15-I/CDDR15-II)

**STRUCTURAL AND SAFETY:**
- Advanced AC control system: Intelligentized regenerative brake system.
- Multi-function display with 100-hour hour meter etc.
- Emergency reversing device
- Auto deceleration system utilizes regenerative braking.
- Built-in pressure relief valve protects the trucks from overloads.
- Emergency power disconnect
- Stepless speed control.
- With lifting limit switch to shut off pump motor at the max lifting height.
- Vertical drive motor has a small turning radius. The motor structure is water-proof and dust-proof.

**SERVICEABILITY:**
- CANbus technology reduces wiring complexity and increases reliability.
- Advanced AC control system with brushless motor.
- Auto deceleration system utilizes regenerative braking.
- Slide-way battery with roll-out system is very convenient for replacement.

*Photo sheet with model CDDR10-4 with free lifting*